Abstract. In this paper we study the relative expressibility of the infinitary *-continuity condition (*-cant) <a*>X ~ V n <an>x and the equational but weaker induction axiom
allowing more models. We shall adopt Pratt's more general definition and call dynamic algebras *-continuous if they satisfy *-cont. All dynamic algebras arising in practice, including and especially the standard Kripke models, are *-continuous.
In [K1] it was shown that any separable dynamie algebra is represented by a (possibly nonstandard) Kripke model. (A dynamic algebra is called separable [Kt] if <a>X = <fl>X for all X implies a = ft. A Kripke model is standard if a* is the reflexive transitive closure of binary relation a, otherwise it is nonstandard.) In [K3, RT, K4] it was shown that there exist separable *-continuous dynamic algebras that are not represented by any standard Kripke model.
Pratt [Prl] used universal algebraic techniques to show that dynamic algebras and standard Kripke models share the same equational theory, giving an alternative proof to the completeness of the Segerberg axioms. In this paper we prove the following two results, which compare the expressive power of the two axioms ind and *-eont: (1) there is a first-order sentence that distinguishes separable dynamic algebras from standard Kripke models; but (2) the class of separable *-continuous dynamic algebras and the class of standard Kripke models agree on all sentences of the infinitary language L~.
These two results are proved in sections 2 and 3, respectively. In section 4 we discuss the effect of allowing an equality symbol between elements of the Kteene (or regular) sort of a dynamic algebra. We show in that section that the infinitary condition afl*~ = V n a/3n~ allows a natural axiomatization of the equational theory of regular events. It is known that no purely equational axiomatization exists [R] .
It is assumed the reader is familiar with PDL and dynamic algebra. PDL was first defined in [FL] , and this reference remains the best introduction. Definitions, basic properties, and examples of dynamic algebras can be found in [K1-4, .
Let L be the usual two-sorted language for PDL and dynamic algebra, consisting of primitive symbols a, b,... (for the Kleene or program sort) and P, Q,:.. (for the Boolean sort). Terms a, ~ .... for the Kleene sort and X, Y,... for the Boolean sort are built up using the usual Boolean operators ^, v, ~ , 0, and 1, the binary Kleene operators u (choice) and ; (composition), the unary operators -(reverse) and * (iteration), and the nullary operators A (identity) and 0. In addition there are the modal operators < > and [ ] by which the two sorts interact.
If the defined Boolean operator ---is considered an equality, then L can be considered an equational language. Any PDL formula X has an equivalent equational formula X ---i, and each equation X ---Y is a PDL formula. Thus with no loss of generality we can assume L contains an explicit symbol = for -= and insist that all atomic formulas are equations. L then extends naturally to the first-order language L~0 ~ by adding propositional connectives, eountably many variables ranging over Kleene elements, countably many variables ranging over Boolean elements, and quantifiers ¥, ] which can be applied to variables of either sort.
L~ can be extended to the infinitary language L~I ~ by allowing countable conjunctions and disjunctions.
The symbols v , ^ , and ~ will refer to both the Boolean algebra operators and the first-order logical connectives; the intent will always be clear from context. Since well-formed expressions allow the equality symbol between Boolean elements only, there is no direct way to express identity between Kleene elements. The closest L,o,~ can come to this is the functional equivalence of a and 13, via the relation ~ of inseparability: a~13 iff gX<a>X= <13>X.
Thus to say that the dynamic algebra (K,B,<>) is separable is the same as saying that K does not contain two distinct inseparable elements. The property of separability is not first-order expressible, as Lemma 3.1 below
shows, but it would be if there were an equality symbol for Kleene elements.
A first-order sentence that distinguishes separable dynamic algebras from standard Kripke models
In this section we show that, in the absence of the *-continuity condition, there is a first-order sentence that distinguishes separable dynamic algebras from standard Kripke models. Thus, without *-cont, standard
Kripke models and separable dynamic algebras can agree only on first-order sentences involving at most a few alternations of quantifiers. The entire construction is an implementation of the following idea: An atom of a Boolean algebra is a minimal nonzero element. An element X of a Boolean algebra is said to be atomless if there does not exist an atom Y _< X. An element X is said to be atomic if no nonzero Y _< X is atomless, or in other words, if every nonzero Y _< X has an atom Z _< Y. The properties of being an atom, atomless, or atomic are first-order expressible. We construct an dynamic algebra (K,B,<>) whose Boolean algebra B is a subalgebra of the direct product of an atomic Boolean algebra and an atomless Boolean algebra. K has a program 8 such that both the atomic part and the atomless part of B are preserved under appfication of <8>, but the neither part is preserved under <8*>. The structure (K,B,<>) therefore violates the first-order
property "for any a, if <a>X is atomless whenever X is, then <a*>X is atomless whenever X is." On the other hand, any standard Kripke model has this property, since <a*>X = Un<~n>X, and if all elements of a family of sets are atomless, then their union is.
Now we give the explicit construction of the dynamic algebra (K,B,<>). Let w be a copy of the natural numbers and let R + be a copy of the nonnegative real numbers disjoint from ~0. Let S be the disjoint union ~uR + Points of S will be denoted x,y ..... Let B,0 be the Boolean algebra of finite and cofinite subsets of ~, and let BI~+ be the Boolean algebra of subsets of R + consisting of finite unions of intervals [x,y) or [x,~) . Note that B~0 is atomic and BR+ is atomless. The Boolean algebra B is the following family of subsets of S: B = { UuV l U e B,~, V e BII+, and U is bounded iff V is bounded } .
The atoms of B are the singleton subsets of ~0. Thus if X e B, then X is atomic iff X _c ~0, and X is atomless iff X _c R+. Note that neither o~ nor R + is an element of B.
Now we define a Kleene algebra K of binary relations on S. Let ~ be the following binary relation:
= {(x,y) I x,yE wand ]y-xl <-1 } u { (x,y) I x,y ~ R + and lY-xl < 1 } .
Note that 8 = 8% since the definition is symmetric in x and y.
Let K be the set of binary relations generated by 6, the zero relation O, the identity relation 2~, and the total relation S 2 = S x S under the standard operations u (set union), ; (relational composition), and -(reverse). [] In order to make (K,B,<>) into an dynamic algebra, we need to define the Kleene algebra operations u, ;, -, and * on K and the scalar multiplication <> on K x B. The operations u, ;, and -will have their standard interpretations. For 0 and X, define X* = 0* = ~,, and for any other a ~ K, define a* to be the total relation S 2. We can give <> its standard interpretation, since in light of Lemma 2.1 it is easy to see that if X~ Bthen<a>XEBforanya~K.
We claim now that (K,B,<>) is a separable dynamic algebra. It is certainly separable, since it is clear from Lemma 2.1 that if a ~/3 then <a>{0} # </3>{0}. All axioms for dynamic algebras not involving * must hold, since all operators other than * have their standard interpretation. Therefore it remains to show <a*>X = X v <ct><a*>X, <a*>X = X v <a*>(~X ^ <a>X) .
A simple calculation suffices for each case: If X = 0 then both sides of both equations are 0. If a = 0 or X, then a* = X, so both sides of both equations are X. Finally, if X # 0 and a = S 2 or a = 8n, n _> 1, then both sides of the first equation and the left side of the second are S, thus it remains to show that the right side of the second is S. This is true if X=S; if X#S, then <a>X is strictly larger than X, so .XA <a>X is nonempty, and therefore <a*>(.X ^ <a>X) = S. We have proved A Kleene element a is said to preserve atomless elements if <a>X is atomtess whenever X is. The formulas atom(X) and atomless(X) say that X is an atom and atomless, respectively; pres(a) says that c~ preserves atomless element.s; and the sentence o says that for any a, if a preserves atomless elements then so does a*. Proof. (K,B,<>) violates a since X • B is atomless iff X c R +, and 3 preserves such sets, whereas ~* does not, since <8*>X = S for any nonzero X.
On the other hand, for any standard Kripke model A, if B preserves atomless elements, then for any atomless X, <~n>X is atomless for all n. Since A is standard, <fi*>X = U n <fin>x, thus if <fi*>X were to contain an atom Y, then Y must intersect some <18n>X, and thus Y _< </~n>X since Y is an atom, contradicting the fact that <fln>x is atomless. Therefore <fl*>X must be atomle~s. Since X was arbitrary, fl* preserves atomless elements. [] 3. The power of *-continuity
In this section we show that the class of *-continuous dynamic algebras and the class of standard Kripke models share the same L,01~ theory. The proof uses the Lowenheim-Skolem theorem for infinitary logic [Ke] in conjuction with results obtained in [K4] .
Let A = (K,B,<>) be a *-continuous dynamic algebra.
Recall the definition that a ~fi iff <a>X = <18>X for all X, and 'that A is called separable if a ,-~/3 implies a = 18 for any a, ft. This property cannot be expressed by any infinitary sentence over the language L, as Lemma 3.1 below shows.
The relation ~ is a dynamic algebra congruence. Moreover, it is easily checked that ~ respects *- Proof. This was proved in detail in [K4, Theorem 5] . We outline the proof here for the sake of completeness, and to give an idea of the techniques involved. Proof. Let 4' be any sentence of L,o w. We wish to show that $ is satisfied by some standard Kripke model iff 4' is satisfied by some *-continuous dynamic algebra.
( -+ ) This direction is trivial, since every standard Kripke model is a *-continuous dynamic algebra.
(~-) Suppose 4~ is satisfied by some *-continuous dynamic algebra. It follows from the completeness of the Segerberg axioms for PDL that the class of all dynamic algebras and the class of standard Kripke models have the same L equational theory. Pratt proved that separable dynamic algebras and standard Kripke models have the same L = equational theory [Prl] . It is an easy observation that this theory is shared by the inherently separable dynamic algebras as well. However, as Pratt observed, the class of all dynamic algebras satisfies strictly fewer equations a =/3 than the class of standard Kripke models. In fact, since there is no finite equational axiomatization of the equational theory of regular events [R] , it follows that even with the addition of finitely many equational axioms a =/3, there is always an equation true in all standard Kripke models, and false in some (non-inherently separable) dynamic algebra.
Thus pure equational logic, although adequate for the L theory of dynamic algebras, fails in L =.
In [K1] a finite set of axiom schemata for Kleene algebras was given, all of which were equations of the Theorem 4.2. There is a universal Horn sentence of L~,~ true in all standard Kripke models but violated in a (non-inherently separable) *-continuous dynamic algebra.
Proof. The property "if a < k then a 2 = a" is clearly valid in all standard Kripke models. 
Conclusion
A disadvantage of the *-continuity axiom is that, unlike the induction axiom, it is not equational, and therefore is not expressible within the language of PDL. However the emphasis on equational specifications and finitary deductive systems is in a way unrealistic..Looping is inherently infinitary and nonequational;
simpler programming language constructs, such as composition and conditional tests, are captured up to isomorphism by their equations [K1], whereas looping cannot be so captured [K3, RT, K4] . Thus the equational approach must eventually be given up if we are ever to bridge the gap between algebraic and operational semantics. The *-continuity condition is an example of how to do this without sacrificing algebraic elegance.
Besides the theoretical advantage of descriptive precision, the *-continuity condition has a practical advantage as well: it is easier to use, since it is simpler in form than the PDL induction axiom. We have found that it is often easier to start a PDL proof with *-cont, using induction informally on the n appearing in the definition of *-eont, and then later massage the proof to replace applications of *-eont with applications of ind.
